
EDEXCEL GCSE PHYSICAL EDUCATION COURSEWORK

Here, you'll find everything you need to prepare for GCSE Physical Education Full Course from (first assessment ) and
GCSE.

Component 1 is one hour and three quarters long and Component 2 is one hour and a quarter long. Links can
be found on the Edexcel website. Please note that your Exams Officer will have their own internal deadlines.
Exams officers can view a video demonstration of how to apply for post-results services on Edexcel Online
here. Where we initiate an extended review of marking, you won't be charged a fee. Appeals If you are
dissatisfied with the outcome of an EAR enquiry about results , you may wish to appeal against the decision.
What skills will I need to be successful in this subject? If you are unable to assess the candidate on the day or
during the window you will need to apply for special consideration. After submitting marks online you should
print out a copy of the marks for the moderator and a copy for your own records. Once students have a greater
understanding of Health and Wellbeing and Fitness and Body Systems, it can shape their future to lead a
healthy and active lifestyle. Work must be kept in secure conditions and not returned to candidates. If you
need to be set up with an Edexcel Online account please ask your exams officer. Very large centres don't need
to submit more than 20 requests. Requests must be sent to the PE assessment team at physicaleducation
pearson. Related files. Physical Education promotes more than just physical activity, it improves confidence,
social skills, knowledge, self-esteem, team work and friendships. There is need to not only participate in sports
inside and outside of school, but also to have a keen interest in all things sporting, such as how the body works
and the reasons why people participate in physical activity. Teachers are strongly advised to download their
individual centre's E9 Moderator Report from Edexcel Online, as well as their Principal Examiner's Report for
the relevant internally assessed component, before proceeding with this service. These attributes can only help
a student in their future education whether that be in PE or any other subject they choose to continue studying.
Fees will not be charged: where the EAR leads to a change in the overall subject grade for the student if, for
Service 3, centre marks are reinstated. The subject can also help in making you a better athlete, as having a
great understanding of how the body works can lead to improvements in individual performance. Where a
centre has been affected by circumstances beyond its control, it may, in exceptional cases, be possible for us to
grant a short extension. If you have already submitted a mark but it needs to be amended eg because of an
administrative error , please email courseworkmarks pearson. GCSE PE â€” applying for special consideration
As the moderation window is coming to the end, I know that sometimes candidates are injured or ill at the
time of moderation and teachers often are unaware as to what to do. If you can't submit your request via
Edexcel Online, please contact your Centre Account Specialist on the above number. The service is not
available if the original centre marks were accepted. Concerns about an entire class Significant under-marking
on a paper does not happen often, but if an issue is identified, we will always seek to address it via an
'extended review of marking'. Where is the Edexcel Online link? Get new password What happens if I make
an error when submitting controlled assessment marks? What is the deadline for submitting controlled
assessment marks? Assessment Format Edexcel Physical Education 1PE0 Students all follow a linear course
which is assessed by two terminal examinations at the end of Year 11; component 1: Fitness and Body
Systems and component 2: Health and Performance. Students will need to demonstrate that they can learn key
definitions and have enough sporting knowledge to be able to apply the information, such as giving sporting
examples.


